
Optimizing Your TV Experience
How to find the best spot and utilize your new HD antenna

Finding the Best Possible Location for Your Antenna

There are a few things you need to consider when placing your antenna.

Tower Locations:
Knowing the location(s) of the nearest radio and station tower(s) and angeling your antenna toward them will 
help to optimize performance.

Height:
The height of the antenna’s placement is key.  Higher antennas can pick up stronger signals, so the higher you can 
place your antenna the better the reception is going to be.  Try locating an elevated wall or upstairs window for 
you antenna’s placement.

Obstructions:
Take into account the locations of solid objects that may interfere with your signal.  Things such as walls,trees 
and other buildings will block incoming signals and your reception will suffer because of it.

Direction:
The direction of your antenna is extremely important.  Make sure to point your antenna in the direction of the 
signal source, such as the tower you are streaming from, for the best possible reception.

Note: Sometimes changing the direction slightly can increase reception and give you access to more channels than you 
previously had access to.

Once you have taken all of these factors into account it is time to install and test your antenna.

Installing and Testing Your Antenna

Now that you have found the prefect spot for your new antenna it is time to install and test it.

Utilizing the included User Manual, connect your antenna via the included coax cable, to your TV.

Next, consult your TV’s set up menu and manual to find your input channel.  You can choose either “Antenna” or 
“Air” as a good input option.  In some cases, TVs will have multiple input channels.  Consult your TV’s user 
manual to make sure you select the best option for your TV.

Once you have chosen the input channel you will now need to scan for available TV channels.  You should be 
able to do so straight from your TV’s setup menu.  Some TVs will do this automatically

A�er your TV finishes scanning for channels you will be able to see the strength of your connection.  

If you are not receiving all of the available channels or picture quality is lower than expected, adjust the antenna 
and retrace the steps listed above until you find the perfect signal strength.

Note: You will need to rescan for channel every time you adjust or move the antenna.

Once you find the perfect position, mount your antenna in place, sit back and enjoy some quality TV!
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